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Cloud bread tiktok trend

Well, things are happening again on TikTok. No, I'm not talking about the president's executive order effectively banning the ByteDance-owned app from the U.S. starting September 20. What I'm referring to on this here food site is Cloud Bread, the latest culinary social video platform-wide trend/trend. Cloud Bread, like the previous viral trend Dalgona Coffee, is made first and foremost to look good as a
moving picture. Exhibition A: Bread is mainly made up of three ingredients: egg whites, sugar and cornstarch. It's no different from meringue, which is made of egg whites and sugar at its most basic. Through Delish, here's a common iteration of the cloud bread recipe: To begin with, you need to separate the three egg whites in a bowl and whip them up. When it is frothy, add 30 grams of sugar (about two
and a half tablespoons) and 10 g of cornstarch (about one tablespoon). Whip the mixture until it thickens. Place it on a baking sheet in any shape you want - people usually choose the shape of a dome like bread. Place it in a 300 degree oven, and you'll have beautiful cloud bread in about 25 minutes. The result is a soft, rounded loaf that, when torn apart, shows the interior like a pillow. Bonus points for
adding a touch of food color, ideally enough to fit the Cottagecore aesthetic into a color pastel that is very popular on Ticketok nowadays. Some users have been adding vanilla, strawberry extract, sprinkle, or other flavor enhancer in an effort to mask the flavor described by some as rotten eggs. Then, people, this trend is all about appearances, not about good food or preventing unnecessary consumption
of material resources!!! Cloud bread started taking off on TikTok toward the end of July, with many blaming the recipe for user @linqanaaa. It's worth noting that a real thing of a different kind of cloud bread was long before this current TikTok version; Kitchen reports that cloud bread was first introduced to the world through the Atkins diet in the 1970s and keto bloggers have regularly shared their recipes for
that low-carb alternative over the years. I know you're just here to see TikToks of cloud bread, so this is where I'll leave you — with endless loops of bread pulls and tender fluff. Sure, man, bliss: Taking on the most recent news from the food world every day, sourdough, there's a new bun on the block, and it doesn't require days of painstakingly tending to a starter of flour and water before you can make it.
Cloud Bread is the latest bake to go viral, and when you see how simple it is, you want to get involved. The name is a little confusing, however. Cloud bread is like a cross between sponge cake and a meringue, as it is sweet and the main ingredient is egg whites. Requiring just three ingredients, the recipe has become the latest food trend to go viral on TikTok, and it's easy to see why. Not only is the cloud
bread easy to make, also see beautiful for, and For a demonstration on social media - you need a shot of a torn cooled cake in two, revealing a soft, spongy inside. Bakers also come up with their variations on the original recipe, adding food color and flavor extracts, cookie crumbs and nuts. It is not clear where the recipe actually originated, but many people tiktok user Linqanaaa. It's also important to say
that this year's cloud bread is different to a recipe of the same name that went viral a few years ago, a kind of low-carb flatbread. Here's how to make a basic version of Cloud Bread.. । (EmmymadeinJapan/YouTube/PA) Print recipes are based on calories 343 calories to fat 117 * percent daily value 2000 calorie diet. 3 eggs30 g white sugar 10 g corn starchfood coloring (optional) start whisking the egg
whites into a large bowl before preheating your oven to 150 C (300 F) - you can use hand whiskey, but an electric mixer will make the process faster. You want them to look light and frothy. Continue the whisk, gradually add in the sugar until it's all involved. Follow with corn starch, add half at a time, then add a couple of food color drops if you want. Until the mixture forms stiff, shiny peaks (not on the
whip!), then tip the mixture over a tray lined with baking paper and use a knife to mould it into a round pav shape. Bake in the preheat oven for 25 minutes, until the outside is turned out to be a light brown. Leave to cool before eating - and post videos online. Calories: 343kcal. Carbohydrates: 40g. Protein: 17g. Fat: 13g. Saturated fat: 4g. Cholesterol: 491mg. Sodium: 189mg. Potassium: 182mg. Sugar: 30g.
Vitamin A: 713IU. Calcium: 74mg. Iron: 2mgYou may also be interested in... TikTok trends have provided us with very easy, easy to make recipes. The app is a real gold mine for accessories that only requires certain ingredients. The latest food trend taking on TikTok is to bake cloud bread, a much easier bun that requires only three basic ingredients: egg whites, corn starch and sugar. Separate three egg
whites into a bowl to make your own cloud bread and give them a good whip. When the egg whites are good and frothy, 30 g of sugar (about 2 and 1/2 teaspoon, if you prefer to measure it this way), and 10 g of corn starch (about 1 tablespoon). Give the mixture a really good mixture until it thickens. Then you fancy place the nice, thick mixture on a baking sheet in whatever shape (the typical size people
prefer is a dome shape, but you can actually use whatever size you want) and bake it in an oven for about 25 minutes of pre-bake 300 degrees C and you'll have some gorgeous, fluffy cloud bread! Once you've mastered the original recipe, there are all sorts of things you can add to it. A lot of people have experimented with vanilla and strawberry extracts as well as flakes of almonds to change the flavour,
along with adding food colour. as well as Experiment with shapes, you can also experiment different sizes; Some people have created small cookie-sized versions. Bite-shaped clouds. How does it taste? Those who have tried it say it's a meringue-like consistency, and that it tastes like eggs and doesn't really like bread. So cloudy... Eggs? Are they a different thing altogether right? Have you heard of Cloud
Bread? Well, it's all on TikTok, kind of like Dalgona Coffee was a few months ago. What is Cloud Bread? #Cloudbread is a fluffy bun that everyone on TikTok is making right now! I've seen it in many different color variations, and most of the videos are of people tearing it in half that appear inside the fluffy! This cloud bread recipe is so simple, it's just egg whites, cornstarch, and a bit of sugar all whipped and
baked. It is similar to keto cloud bread but not the same as it has sugar and cornstarch. You'll see many cloud bread dishes on Pinterest, but they're mostly made in flat pancake type sizes for sandwiches. The cloud bread recipe I've seen on TikTok is built into a bun and looks very airy and light! And of course, made in all kinds of beautiful colors! It reminds me of those sugar steamed cakes I ate as a baby.
After seeing it I had to try it for myself! So a hot humid Sunday afternoon, I headed to my friend's kitchen, which is a dream for someone that bakes. And we made her cloud bread with kitchen aid! And no, I don't have a kitchen aid because I just don't have the counter space for it and I barely bake. Cloud Bread only takes 3 ingredients to make this Ticketok cloud bread, many you probably already have at
home. Which is probably why it is so popular! The key ingredient in egg white cloud bread is egg whites. Making cloud bread is similar to making a meringue or fairy food cake that you need to whip egg whites on stiff peaks so that it can hold shape. Many baking recipes like egg whites which gives it that fluffy texture! When you separate the egg whites from the yolk make sure any of the egg yolks don't get
into whites or else your egg won't whip the whites. Also, make sure your bowl for egg whites will not clean completely without any water or oil, or else whip your egg whites. I've used both a plastic bowl and a stainless steel bowl for this and they both worked, but I wiped each bowl before using it. Below is how hard your egg whites should be on the hard peaks. SugarAs with fairy food cakes, sugar is what
gives the cloud bread structure. It all helps to hold together! Cornstarch cornstarch works by absorbing any excess liquid and thickening the mixture. Food coloring It's completely optional, but that's how you get the fun color you see in the Ticketok video. Add a drop or less to get pastel pink I've got, or more if you want a darker color (this is for normal food coloring). We are from Trader Joe's By using red
food color found lavender color, I used maybe 10 drops for 3 egg whites! The secret to making this airy cloud bun is simple, so you have to whip the egg Until Swipe Peaks form (which is why I wanted to use her kitchen aid). You can also use an electric hand mixer with a whisk attachment, check prices, or hand whisks. But hand whisky will take forever, and your hand will probably fall, so I highly
recommend you use an electric hand mixer. This method is very similar to creating a meringue or meringue cookies. But you don't add the cream of the tarter so when you bake the cloud bread it's turning super fluffy rather than hard. Make cloud bread whip your eggs until you see some big bubbles. Then add your sugar and whip until you create more small bubbles. Then add the cornstarch and whip as
long as you swipe. Dump your whipped egg whites on a parchment paper-lined cookie sheet and form into a bun or ball. Bake in a pre-heated 300F degree oven for about 20 minutes. And that's it! You can also add flavors like vanilla or food color to make it colorful. We ended up using a natural red food color that made our cloud bread a beautiful lavender. EDIT: I made this bun a second time and used just
one drop of red food color to make this bubble gum pink! If your cloud didn't whip bread you might not have whipped it long enough. It assists the kitchen than it takes longer with the electric hand mixer with whisk attachment. Also with all the whipped egg white recipes as if it doesn't whip up you might have found egg yolk or other substances in your egg whites. Be careful not to get anything in there! Even
a bit of water or egg yolk will prevent egg whites from whipping into stiff peaks. Be sure to wipe your bowl completely clean and dry before adding egg whites. You don't need a stand mixer but I highly recommend an electric hand mixer - check the prices if you want to try this recipe. I think the Ticketok videos cheat a bit when it comes to making cloud bread. The video I saw all showing a hand whiskey. As I
said before I've never successfully found any egg whites for hard peaks using a hand whiskey! Maybe if you have really strong weapons it could work? But if you just have hand whiskey, I don't think you'll be able to make cloud bread. The first time I made cloud bread I used my friend's stand mixer, the second time I used an electric hand mixer with whisk attachments - check prices. Both worked! The
electric hand mixer took longer to whisk the egg whites though and the stand mixer. I would admit the cloud bun looked beautiful. So the fluffy is full of light and beautiful air bubbles. Just like in all TikTok videos. But taste? It wasn't the best. My friend said it tasted like a marshmallow. The texture was light and airy but it has no Didn't. It had to remind me of those amazing Gigi pancakes we had in Bangkok,
but certainly not as good! And of course, is it like a marshmallow or maybe even cotton candy? But like eggs. It's easy to make so give it a taste how to try and judge for yourself how to do this TikTok recipe! How to make cloud bread from Ticketok! Hand Mixer or Stand Mixer3 Mixer3 Whites2.5 TBS Sugar1 TBS CornstarchPre-Heat Oven with 300 Degree FWhip Egg White Mixer until large bubbles
formWhip egg whites and sugar until small bubbles formWhip egg whites until the hardened peaks mix egg whites on a sheepskin paper sheet sheet on a parchment and form into a loaf or mound. Bake in a preheat oven for 25 minutes. Minutes.
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